ISAF/ORC Classes Racing Under Corrected Time

Regulation 13.2 (e)

A submission from the Offshore Racing Congress

Purpose or Objective

Allowing ISAF/ORC Classes racing under corrected time

Proposal

Amend Regulation 13.2 (e):

(e) Racing in ISAF/ORC classes shall be without time correction and no boat shall be eligible to compete in the same year in more than one ISAF/ORC Class.

Current Position

As above.

Reasons

1. Regulation 13.1 recognizes ORC as the sole authority to manage ORC GP Classes, the ILC Classes and additional Measurement or Rating Rule or Systems that the ORC may develop or administer now or in the future. Those classes are currently racing either with time correction or on elapsed time.

2. To put Regulation 13.2 in line with 13.1 so that there is no restriction on use of time correction needed.

3. To encourage creating new classes, for example 40 footers that could enjoy close racing under handicap